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1.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, an innovative mobile platform is presented which is equipped by three new
wheels. The core of the new idea is to establish a new design of rigid circular structure which
can be implemented as a wheel by variable radius. The structure of wheel includes a circular
pattern of a simple two-link mechanism assembled to obtain a wheel shape. Each wheel has
two degrees of freedom. The first is to rotate wheel axis and the second is to change the wheel
radius. As the first step, after definition of the new model, its spatial kinematics and
constraints will be formulated. The well-known Newton-Raphson algorithm is implemented
to find the current response of the kinematic model. A semi-dynamic formulation is further
utilized to find the torque of motors for adapting the required wheel radius for
maneuverability improvement on rough surfaces. The principles of virtual work will be used
to extract the torque values numerically. The ability of the proposed robot for performing the
required tasks will finally be checked by some simulations.

Introduction

In real applications of mobile robots, improvement of the
maneuverability on rough surfaces is a challenging task.
A great deal of difficulties arising in this topic can
effectively be solved by implementation of a proper and
innovative mechanical design. Even a little innovation in
this regard may effectively promote the navigation
capability and mechanical response of mobile robots.
Substantial amount of design efforts have been
conducted in this topic to solve different issues including
surface disturbance eliminations [1], enhancement of
dynamical stability [2-4], reducing number of actuators,
weight and the total cost [5-6], increasing the ability of
obstacle climbing [7-9], promoting the way of
connection between manipulators and the main mobile
*

platform [10], combining the platform and manipulator
[1, 11], special design of a mobile platform for certain
mission [12-14], generalization of a mobile robot to
overcome rough surfaces and trouble conditions [15-16],
and reducing or increasing flexibility of platform
according to the objective of missions [7]. In the mobile
robotics field, a wide range of such novel designs can be
classified in the multimode mobile platforms. Wheeled
mobile platforms, having almost simple design, fail in a
wide range of mission conditions. The primary ideas to
promote the performance of mobile manipulators are to
increase the number of wheels [17-18] or promotion of
the suspension system. These efforts lead to the
enhancement of maneuverability and increase of the
margin of dynamic stability.
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To promote the ability of obstacle overcoming, a special
category of multimode mobile manipulators has been
developed by combining the leg and wheel structures
[19-20]. Connecting a wheel to the end point of the
artificial legs [21-26] or implementing a pattern of
wheels [27] leads to the more capable mobile platforms.
These efforts focus on the improvement of locomotion
ability but the exact controlling of a point of the robot
body has been almost missed.

The Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to solve
nonlinear system of kinematic equations. Dynamics will
be further considered to obtain the torques of additive
adjustment motors in each wheel in the presence of
gravity forces. The simulations and derivation of
equations will be done based on the assumptions such as
sticking condition, lumped mass in CG, ignoring
centrifugal forces and moving on rough surface.

A new design satisfying the locomotion objectives
besides controlling a point on the robot body has been
investigated in some researches combining locomotion
and manipulation as a simplified platform in 2D.
However, 3D locomotion and manipulation can be
satisfied simultaneously by a novel idea. Therefore, in
this paper, a novel idea is proposed by focusing on
wheels structure, rather than wheels pattern, to adapt the
wheel geometry by changing radius. The new platform
is a pattern of simple mechanism connected by means of
bended revolute joints to approximate wheel shape. This
mechanism is driven by means of a motor to shape the
mobile robot wheel. Independent changing of the wheel
radius leads to some new advantages for a three-wheeled
platform, which allows manipulating a point of the robot
body on a certain trajectory. It leads to have a combined
platform which can be a multimode structure moving
and manipulating as a unique system on rough surfaces.

2.

Concept Embodiment

The goal of this section is to define the new platform
which includes a mobile robot with three adjustable
wheels. The main idea of the new platform is to obtain
the ability of adjusting radius of wheels. The key idea of
the new platform design is to add a transformable serial
pattern of cross mechanisms to the axis of motor of the
wheels instead of common circular wheels. Figure (1–a)
shows a part which connects the new wheel to the
motors. As it can be illustrated, the connection part is a
rigid body connected to motors from one side. Other side
of the connection part is equipped with prismatic joint.
The prismatic joint is a groove in Fig. 1-a. The cross in
Fig. 1-b has two links. One of them is restricted by
means of a revolute joint, while the other is restricted by
means of a prismatic joint. The angle between two links
is adjusted by means of the motor which is located in a
position shown in Fig. 1-b. a closed-loop serial pattern
of the crosses is illustrated in Fig. 1-d. This serial pattern
is connected to the cross mechanism mentioned in Fig.
1-b. The closed-loop mechanism is connected to the
wheel axis by small pieces which are shown on the right
side of the cross linkage in Fig. 1-b. It can be seen in Fig.
1-d that when the motor rotates, the closed-loop
mechanism rotates as a wheel. On the other hand, when
the restricted cross in Fig. 1-b is driven by means of the
adjustment motor, the close-loop mechanism radius is
changed. Because the shape of the close-loop
mechanism is not a complete wheel, some additive
rubbers have to be added as Fig. 1-e illustrates. The
effect of rubbers on wheel performance is to complete
the circular shape of the wheel and to soften the collision
process with the surface. Finally, three complete
assembled wheels will be installed on a body as a threewheeled mobile robot as illustrated in Fig. 1-f.

By some additive instruments like accelerometers
installed on each wheel axis, the condition of disturbance
elimination will be provided as it has already been done
in [1] for 2D. Another advantage will emerge when the
objective of mechanical structure is whirling. As the
main difference between the newly developed and old
structures, the whirling motion can also be obtained by
setting the angular velocity of the wheel axis on a
constant value and adjusting the wheel radius. In the case
of passing over an obstacle, the mission can simply be
followed by increasing the height of the robot body as
the result of wheel radius adjustment. As another
interesting case, the robot can move on a ramp, while its
body keeps a desired orientation. As the first part of the
present research, the new system will be recognized to
be obvious as well as possible. Kinematic parameters,
3D kinematic equations and mathematical definition of
the desired path will be presented, respectively; Then,
the kinematic constraints will be introduced.
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Fig. 1. Assembling process of the new proposed platform

As it was expressed previously, the main idea is to
design a rigid and transformable wheel in order to
improve the maneuverability on rough surfaces. Figures

2 and 3 show the process of radius adjustment and the
complete mobile robot structure with adaptable wheel
geometry, respectively.

.

Total radius

Fig. 2. The process of radius adjustment
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Fig. 3. The complete mobile robot structure with adaptable wheel geometry

3.

kinematic parameters. Parameter𝑤 is the length of leg of
each cross linkage determined in Fig. 4. Parameters 2 Lx

Principle Properties

The main body of the new platform has six degrees of
freedom, the same as other mobile robots. Three degrees
of freedom including height of CG with respect to the
surface, pitch angle and roll angle of the robot body are
restricted by wheel radius adjustment. It means that the
adjustment motors affect these DOFs. The constraints
which control these DOFs as well as the yaw angle of the
robot body are holonomic constraints. Two other
constraints for controlling x and y positions are nonholonomic. Simple mobile robots only have two nonholonomic constraints (position x and y on the flat
surface) and one holonomic constraint (the yaw angle).
The majority of these mobile robots cannot control the
height, roll angle and pitch angle. Indeed, the adjustable
radius of each wheel adds an additive DOF to mobile
platform. So, new mobile platform is equipped by three
additive DOFs. The final objective is to control roll,
pitch and height of the body besides other surface
navigation DOFs (yaw angle, x and y positions)
simultaneously, by means of six control commands.

and 2 Ly are the length and width of the robot body,
respectively.

Fig. 4. Geometric and kinematic parameters of body

Other important kinematic parameters are defined in Fig.
5. Parameter 𝛽𝑖 is the angle between the axis Y of the
wheel coordinate system and the line connecting the
wheel center and the contact point of the wheel with the
surface. Parameters Rru ,i , Rch,i and RT ,i  Rru ,i  Rch,i are

A crucial conceptual question which may arise in
developing the new platform is that how the signals of
the adjustment motors can be conveyed from the robot
body to the rotating wheel. This point should be
explained to avoid any wire cut-off in one complete
rotation of the wheel. The wire cut-off is probable if a
side of the wire is fixed in the control and power box and
the other side of the wire is connected to the adjustment
motor located on a rotating wheel. To solve this issue, an
additional part is proposed in appendix A.
4.

the rubber height, the close-loop pattern radius and the
total radius of wheel i, respectively. The rubber height
Rru ,i is constant.

Kinematics of the New Model

The kinematics of the new structure can be shortened as
a conceptual problem. According to Fig. 4, the problem
is to find angle 𝜃𝑖 for the desired orientation and position
of the CG. Parameter 𝜃𝑖 is the angle of adjustment motor
of the ith wheel. Figure 4 shows some geometric and

Fig. 5. Geometric and kinematic parameters of the wheel

4
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The coordinate frame attached to the ith wheel at contact
point with the surface is denoted as X 3iY3i Z3i . Finally, the

The close-loop pattern radius is obtained from

Rch, i =w cos(i /2) cos( /6)

(1)

coordinate system X siYsi Z si is attached to the surface at

Let the surface equation be denoted with respect to the
fixed coordinate as
Z  f ( x, y)
(2)
After determination of the kinematic parameters,
required coordinate systems are defined in Fig. 6. The
first coordinate system X 0Y0 Z0 denotes the global

contact point in a way that its Ysi direction is
perpendicular to the surface. The Y component of the
surface coordinate frame X siYsi Z si is aligned with the
normal vector to the surface, which can be expressed as

f (x , y ) f (x , y ) T
,
,1]
x
y
N(x , y )
n
N(x , y )

N(x , y )  [

coordinate frame. The reference coordinate system of the
robot body attached at CG is denoted as X CGYCG ZCG . The
point where the ith wheel connects to the main body is
the origin of the coordinate system X1iY1i Z1i .

(3)

Fig. 6. Coordinate systems of the kinematic problem

where n denotes the unit normal vector expressed in the
global coordinate system X 0Y0 Z0 . The homogenous

Tpos

transformation matrices [28] between the body reference
and fixed coordinate frames are determined by
successive translations and rotations as
0
TCG
= Tpos Ty , yd Tx ,xd Tz ,zd
0
TCG

R 0
  CG
 0

0

dCG

1 

(4)

5

1

0

0

0

Ty , yd

d

xCG
d 
1 0 yCG 
d 
0 1 zCG

0 0 1 
 cos( yd ) 0 sin( yd )

0
1
0

-sin( ) 0 cos( )
yd
yd

0
0
0


0 0

(4)
0

0
0

1 
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Tx ,xd

0
0
1
0 cos( )  sin( )
xd
xd

0 sin( xd ) cos( xd )

0
0
0
cos( zd )  sin( zd )
 sin( ) cos( )
zd
zd

 0
0

0
 0

0

0
0 
0

1
0
0 
0

1

The first matrix on the right hand side of the above
equations was previously defined in Eq. (4). The
homogenous transformation matrices T1CG
i (i  fr , fl , r )
(4)

specify transformation between frames X CGYCG ZCG and

X1iY1i Z1i which are defined as
I
33
T1CG
fr  
013

 L x , L y , 0 
1

Where Ty , yd , Tx , xd and Tz , zd denote the rotation

I
33
T1CG
fl  
013

 L x , L y , 0 
1

matrices resulting from the rotation about the fixed axes
Y, X and Z, with angles  yd ,  xd and  zd , respectively.

I 33
T1CG
r  
013

 L x , 0, 0

Tz ,zd

Furthermore,

let

the

0
1
0

desired

CG

position,

which define coordinates of a point on the desired path
in the current time simulation interval. To do so, we first

1
0
 T21rr  
0

0





0
0 1 0 
T21frfr
1 0 0

0 0 1
(9)
1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 

T21flfl  
0 1 0 0 


0 0 0 1 
Furthermore, the homogeneous transformation matrices
T2i (i  fr , fl , r ) align the Y axis of the current frame

(5)

We further define the distance between this point defined
by Eq. (5) and the CG position by hCG which is indeed in
direction of the normal vector N of Eq. (3). The desired
CG position can now be calculated as

d
d
d T
[ xCG
, yCG
, yCG
]  hCG n(x dps , y dps ) 

(6)

0

0

with the line connecting the wheel center and the contact
point of the wheel X 2iY2i Z2i and X 3iY3i Z3i , and are

In order to specifically define the coordinate frames
X 3iY3i Z3i at contact points, an index is given to each

defined as
cos( i )  sin( i )
 sin(  ) cos(  )
i
i
T2i  
 0
0

0
 0

wheel specifying its relative position with respect to the
body reference coordinate frame X CGYCG ZCG . Therefore,
the indices fr , fl and r are considered to denote the

0 0
0 0 
1 0

0 1

(10)

(i  fr , fl , r )

front right, front left and rear wheels, respectively. The
homogenous transformation matrix between the fixed
coordinate frame X 0Y0 Z0 and coordinate frame X 3iY3i Z3i

Finally, the transformation matrices T3i (i  fr , fl , r )
perform required translations to reach the origin of the
frame X 3iY3i Z3i at contact points

for three wheels are determined as
0
1i
2i

T30i  TCG
T1CG
i T2 i T T3i 

d30i 
 , (i  fr , fl , r )
1 

1

(8)

transformation matrices T21ii (i  fr , fl , r ) as

3D surface which is located exactly above that point of
the desired path. Therefore, one can write

 R 30i

 0

T





of 90 about its X axis is performed to obtain the
coordinate frame X 2iY2i Z2i . This results in the

consider a point with coordinates [ x dps , y dps , z dps ]T on the

[ x dps , y dps , z dps ]T

T





In order to align the Z axis of the coordinate frame
X1iY1i Z1i with the direction of the wheel axis, a rotation

d
d
d
[ xCG
, yCG
, yCG
]T , be determined in terms of [ xd , yd ]T

[ xdps , y dps , z dps ]T  [ xd , yd , f ( xd , yd )]T

T

(7)
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T3fr

I
  33
013

0, RT ,fr , 0 
1

I
T3r   33
013

0, RT ,r , 0 
1

I
T3fl   33
013

0, RT ,fl , 0 
1



T

T

T









N( x, y) of Eq. (3) at contact points, when represented in
the coordinate system X 3iY3i Z3i , vanishes. This condition
guarantees to obtain a feasible contact between each
wheel and surface. The normal vector N( x, y) in the

(11)

coordinate system X 3iY3i Z3i , can be represented as, see





Fig. (7),

Where RT , fr , RT , fl and RT , r denote the front-right, frontleft and rear wheel radiuses, respectively, which have
been recently introduced in Section 4. As stated before
in Section 3, six control commands are supposed to
control roll, pitch and yaw angles, x and y positions of
the desired path, and height of the body. These
commands are summarized in a vector as

[ xd , yd , zd , hCG , xd , yd ]T .

5.

Kinematic Constraints

The constraints can be classified into two main
categories, namely contact point position constraints and
contact surface constraints. All points of the wheel
which can be in contact with a surface are assumed to
locate on a rim. This assumption shrinks a 3D model of
the wheel to a simplified one. It means that the thickness
of the wheel can be neglected. In this model, it is
assumed that the wheel is without thickness capable of
adjusting its radius. This assumption provides simpler
mathematical expression of the wheel in the 3D space.
So, the contact point of the wheel can simply be found
through this assumption. For algorithms simulating
contact the readers are referred to, e.g. [29, 30].
The six control commands that robot body has to follow
were determined previously. The constraints which will
be explained have to take zero value. The position
constraints are defined as
C i  d30i (3)  f (x , y ), (i  fr , fl , r )
x  d30i (1), y  d30i (2)

Fig. 7. Representation of the normal vector in the coordinate
system X 3iY3i Z3i

i
Vproj
 (R 30i )T N(x , y )

x  d30i (1), y  d30i (2)

(13)

(i  fr , fl , r )
Therefore, the contact surface constraints can be written
as

(12)

i
i
CC i  [1 0 0] Vproj
 Vproj
(1)

(14)

(i  fr , fl , r )

This equation implies that the Z components of the

These constraints can be combined with constraint
equations of Eqs. (12) to obtain the vector of kinematic
constraints as

0
contact point of each wheel denoted by d3i (3)

(introduced in Eq. (7)) and its associated point of the
surface are equal. For the contact surface constraints, it
is required that the first component of the normal vector
7
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C  [C fr , C fl , Cr , CC fr , CC fl , CCr ]T  0

(15)

The orientation of robot about Z axis is directly defined
by the steering command obtained from the path
direction in such a way that the robot follows the desired

The Newton-Raphson algorithm [31] is used in this
paper for solving the system of nonlinear constraint
equations (15) and obtaining the desired solution vector

q  [ fr ,  fl , r , fr , fl ,r ]T

path accurately. Therefore, the Z components of 0robot
and ω path have to be the same, yielding

(16)

0robot  X , Y , Z   X , Y , path 
T

(21)

T

The constraint Jacobian matrix J is driven by taking the
partial derivatives of C with respect to q as

J

C
q

Which by using Eq. (20) yields

(17)

 zd 

Prior to simulation, it is desired to choose the numerical
values of robot parameters including surface equation
(Eq.(2)), xd and yd of the desired path equation, hCG ,

0
 path  RCG
(3,1: 2)  xd , yd 

T

(22)

0
R CG
(3,3)

Substituting  path from Eq. (19) into Eq. (22) leads to

orientation of the robot body ( xd , yd , zd ) and geometric

 zd 

parameters w , Lx , Ly and Rru ,i . All of these parameters
can be defined independently but  zd . As it can be

y x x y
1
( d d 2 d d cos 2 ( path ) 
R (3,3)
xd

(23)

0
CG

T

0
R CG
(3,1: 2)  xd ,  yd  )

understood from the previous sections,  zd is the current
rotation angle performed after rotations  xd and  yd .

Equation (23) denotes that the required angular velocity
about yaw axis of the robot body which satisfies the

This angle is particularly dependent of the desired path
for which the following relation holds

T
desired commands ( [ xd , yd , zd , hCG , xd , yd ] ) is

derived in terms of the parameters of the desired path as
well as the rotation matrix of the CG coordinate frame.
The iterative Newton-Raphson algorithm is initialized
by an estimate for the solution vector q and is performed
in the following manner till the convergence is achieved

dyd
y
 tan( path )  d  tan( path )
(18)
dxd
xd
Where  path , xd and yd are defined in Fig. 6. The
angular velocity vector of the desired path denoted by

ω path is then written by taking the derivative of Eq. (18)

dq  J 1C  q k 1  (J 1C)  q k ,

error  norm(C)
The computational scheme for the kinematic analysis of
the mobile robot moving on a rough surface according to
the desired path is shown in Fig. 8. It is maybe important
to notice that in this algorithm, the commands vector

yielding

ω path  [0, 0,  path ]T 


yd xd  xd yd
cos 2 ( path ) 
0, 0,
2
xd



(19)

T

[xd , yd ,zd , hCG , x d , y d ]Tt t i is a function of time and

We further define the angular velocity vector of the robot
in the body reference coordinate frame X CGYCG ZCG as



CG
robot

can be updated from the current time (ti) to the next time
(ti+1) by substituting ti+1 into the time-based functions
which are included in this vector.

T

  xd , yd , zd  . It is then transformed into the

fixed coordinate system X 0Y0 Z0 .The orientation of robot
about axis Z is directly defined by the steering command
obtained from the path direction in such a way that the
robot follows the desired path accurately. Therefore, the

6.

T

Calculation of Motor Torques for Wheel
Radius Adjustment

In this section, the motor torques required for adjusting
the radius of wheels are calculated. For this purpose,
there is no need to implement a complete dynamic
modeling to find all motor torques. Instead, a static

Z components of 0robot and ω path have to be the same.
0
0


0robot  RCG
CG
robot  RCG  xd ,  yd ,  zd 

(24)

(20)
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analysis is presented based on the equilibrium equations
and virtual work approach.
In this regard, the effect of gravity on the amount of
motor torques is investigated. In the absence of slipping,
the contact forces caused by gravity are shown in Fig. 9
and are denoted by F fr , F fl and Fr .
In the first step, the contact forces are obtained from six
equilibrium equations which can be written in the global
coordinate system as

 Fflx  Ffrx  Frx  0

 Ffl y  Ffry  Fry  0

(25)
 Fflz  Ffrz  Frz  mg
 F V fr  F V fl  F V r  0
fl
CG
r
CG
 fr CG
i
The vector VCG (i  fr , fl , r ) denotes the vector
between the robot body CG and contact point of the ith
wheel with surface
i
0
0
VCG
 dCG
3i  d3i  dCG , ( i  fr , fl , r )

(26)
Fig. 8. Flowchart for the kinematic analysis

Fig. 9. Contact forces of the wheels at contact points

Each contact force includes three unknown
components, resulting in total nine unknowns.
Solving this underdetermined system of equations
requires imposing some restrictions on the
components of contact forces. The first condition is
based on the fact that the normal contact forces

exerted to the wheels have to be positive for
preserving the contact. These normal contact forces
can simply be obtained in the surface coordinate
system X siYsi Z si from the following relation

9
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Pi  (R30i )T  (Fi .ni )ni  , (i  fr, fl, r )

(27)

In order to be more conservative, we consider the
worst case when the robot moves on a flat surface. In
this condition, the contact forces exerted to each
wheel are equal to the one-third of the robot weight.

This condition means that the Y component of these
normal contact forces takes positive value as

Pi (2)  0,

(i  fr, fl , r )

Therefore, we replace Fi3i (2) by mg / 3 in Eq. (34),

(28)

leading to the following relation for estimating the
motor torques required for wheel radius adjustment
0.5 mg wsin(i /2)cos( /6)
i 
,
(35)
3
(i  fr , fl , r )

The second condition is considered to prevent the
wheels to slip on the surface. The non-slip situation is
clearly occurred when the friction force between each
wheel and the surface does not exceed its maximum
value. The magnitude of friction forces can be
obtained by

fi 

2

2

Fi - Pi ,

(i  fr , fl , r )

7.

The control process of this new platform is not
considered in this study. However, in the forward
and inverse kinematic processes during
locomotion on the surface, the current position
and orientation data of the platform main body
have to be detected. In the virtual locomotion,
these data can be read from a couple of
accelerometers and gyroscopes located in the
mass center of the body. The system adjusting the
wheels’ radius receives the position of the mass
center in terms of the absolute position and
orientation coordinates.

(29)

Therefore, the second condition can be presented as

fi  s Pi ,

(i  fr , fl , r )

(30)

where s is the coefficient of static friction. For
solving the system of equations (25) with constraints
(28) and (30), a constrained multiobjective
optimization procedure has to be used to obtain the
contact forces Fi (i  fr, fl , r ) which can finally be
transformed from the global coordinate system to the
wheel coordinate system as

Fi3i  (R30i )T Fi , (i  fr, fl , r )

(31)

8.

The principle of virtual work is then served to find the
torques required for maintaining the robot in static
equilibrium. These torques are to be applied to keep
the wheel in a certain radius. According to the
principle of virtual work, the total work of the contact

of the fixed coordinate frame by adjusting the angle
of radius adjustment motors. In this mission, the robot
has to keep its center of gravity in a certain absolute
height ( hCG  0.15m ) and to follow a prescribed

to the work of adjustment motor torque denoted by  i
for generating d i

orientation pattern while tracking a desired path (a
circle). This is indeed a surface disturbance
elimination process which is to be achieved by finding
the proper motor torques to impose the required

(32)

The relation between dRT, i and d i can simply be
obtained by differentiating Eq. (1), yielding
dRT,i  dRch,i =

0.5wsin(

i
2

)cos(


6

)di , (i  fr , fl , r )

commands xd , yd , hCG , xd , yd , zd . Table 1 shows the
required model specifications and also the required
mission commands. The results of this simulation are
illustrated in Figs. 10-12. Figure 10 shows 2D and 3D
views of tracking a circle on a rough surface with
disturbance elimination. The path shown with number
1 is the projection of the required path on the surface.
The path labeled with number 2 is the path tracked by
the robot body center of gravity. As it is seen, the

(33)

Substituting Eq. (33) into Eq. (32) results in

0.5Fi3i (2)w sin(i /2)cos( /6)= i
(i  fr , fl , r )

Simulations and Results

The first case study investigated here is the mission of
moving the robot on a rough surface while aligning
the axis ZCG of its coordinate frame with the axis Z 0

3i
force Fi for changing the wheel radius dRT ,i is equal

Fi3i (2) dRT,i   i di , (i  fr, fl , r )

Concept of sensor implementation

(34)

10
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obtained results. Figure 13 shows the error of the
algorithm in steering the robot with the constant
height hCG  0.15m as well as aligning the axis ZCG
of the robot coordinate frame with the axis Z 0 of the
fixed coordinate frame. According to this figure, the
proposed model can effectively complete the mission
with acceptable accuracy.

algorithm has accomplished the required task
successfully. The obtained angular displacements and
torques of the radius adjustment motors are provided
in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. According to these
figures, the range of angular displacement is between
20 and 170 degree, and the range of torques in the
presence of gravity is 1.4 to 4 Nm.
For further validation of the model and evaluating the
accuracy of the kinematic analysis, we investigate the
difference between the prescribed commands and the

Table 1. Model specifications

property

x d , y d , H CG ,xd , yd ,zd

Description
Commands robot has to
follow

value
xd  sin(t ), yd  cos(t ), hCG  0.15m,

[w , Lx , L y , R rubfr , R rubfl , R rubr ]

Structural properties

f ( x, y)

Surface equation

Z  sin(0.5(x  y )) /15

[start time, interval, end time]
Error

Simulation times
Satisfaction criterion

[0s, 0.01s, 5s]

s

Coefficient of friction

1(rubber on concrete)

m

Total mass of the robot

10 Kg

 xd  0,

 yd  0,
 zd  will be updated
[0.3,0.6,0.6,0.02,0.02,0.02]

105

Fig. 10. Mission 1: tracking a circle on rough surface with disturbance elimination (2D and 3D views)
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slope, the main body can be horizontal permanently.
Table 2 gives the torques and angles of the radius
adjustment motors for this mission. As it was
investigated at the first simulation, we investigate the
difference between the prescribed commands and the
obtained results in this mission to validate the model
accuracy. Figure 15 confirms that the robot can perform
this task successfully.
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3.5

4

4.5

5

2

4

1
3.5
3

z(m)

The torques of the second motors (N.m)

Fig. 11. The angular displacements of the radius adjustment
motors in mission 1
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Fig. 12. The torques of the radius adjustment motors in mission 1
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Fig. 14. Mission 2: adjustment of the wheels radius for keeping
the robot body in a horizontal level
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Fig. 13. The error of the kinematic analysis in mission 1
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Another important feature of the new multimode mobile
robot is the ability to keep the robot body in a horizontal
level when the robot is moving on a ramp. A locomotion
process on the ramp is conducted to show this ability.
According to this simulation, the robot body is forced to
be horizontal on a ramp with slope 0.2. Figure 14 shows
that the robot has passed this mission successfully. This
simulation can be extended to other similar missions. For
example, if the robot moves on a ramp with uneven

1

x 10

0
-1
-2
-3
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5
Time(s)

Fig. 15. The error of the kinematic analysis in mission 2
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Table. 2. The torques and angles of the radius adjustment motors for mission

motor
rear
front left
front right

9.

torque(Nm)
3.9
1.7
3.4

angle(degree)
115
55
160

10. Appendix A.: Additional Part to Avoid Wire
Cut-off

Conclusion

To solve the problem of wire cut-off, an additional
part is installed on the rotating axis of each wheel as
shown in Fig. 16. The additional part sticks to the
wheel axis and keeps the rotor of the rotating motors
in the hole denoted by number 7. It causes that the disk
denoted by number 3 rotates when the wheel starts to
rotate. On the other hand, part 2 sticks to the motor
body. It means that both motor and part 2 keep their
fixed position. Therefore, part 3 can rotate and part 2
keeps the fixed position.

The new mobile robot mechanical design paradigm
presented in this paper was based on compounding of
the locomotion and manipulation in the 3D space by
means of a rigid adjustable wheel. The article has
studied a new rigid adjustable closed-loop mechanism
which is implemented as the complete wheel in the
mobile platforms. The main objectives of the new
platform
which
were
improvement
of
maneuverability, 6-DOF controlling of the CG and
obstacle overcoming have been discussed. Exactly,
the maneuverability and 6-DOF locomotion of the CG
have been investigated in the simulations. Besides to
track the trajectory, the results demonstrate that the
new platform is able to eliminate surface disturbance.
The additive adjustment motors have been
investigated on the torque.
The torque results are in the acceptable range and the
required angular displacement of these motors is in
the range of 40-170 degrees. So it can be recognized
that the body can track each 6-DOF desired command.
The future works which will be done to complete the
new proposed wheel, are to include the effect of little
deformation of the each part of new wheel and to
include the effect of friction between joints and links.
Also, the other important investigation is to design the
complete control loop of the new model including
dynamic simulation with uncertainties of the model in
the presence of friction and flexibilities, control low
in the presence of delays, round of errors, sensor
errors and disturbances.
The final future work is to propose interesting
motions which new platform can perform.

Fig. 16. The additional part to convey power and PWM
signal to the adjustment motor
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Each servo motor has three signal wires. The red and
black wires (which are shown respectively by
numbers 4 and 5) conduct the electrical power and the
yellow wire (number 6) sends the PWM signal to
control the servo motor. Three conductive circular
paths are etched on the disk 3 and three conductive
brushes convey the signal from the wire denoted by
number 1 to the disk 3. In this way, the signals can be
conducted from the main body to the rotating wheels
without any wire cut-off. All conductive circular
paths (numbers 4, 5 and 6) are connected to the servo
motor.

reversible
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